1. Introduction

Listeners identify words incrementally at the sub-lexical level, continually updating hypotheses about the identity of the word as its phonetic signal unfolds. Because information is integrated incrementally, phonetic cues earlier in the word contribute more information on average to lexical identification than phonetic cues later in the word (e.g., Van Son & Pols 2003). For example, the initial [v] in the English word vacuum is highly informative, while the final [m] contributes less, because vacuum is already likely given the preceding signal [vækju-]. Recent work suggests that lexicons evolve to take advantage of this inherent bias, preferentially allocating more informative segments toward word-beginnings where they can contribute more to lexical access (King 2017; King & Wedel in prep; Meylan & Griffiths 2017). The phonetic form of words is not static however: all languages have a set of phonological rules which predictably modify pronunciation in context. As an example, all stop consonants in German are devoiced word-finally, such that 'Hund' dog is pronounced 'Hun[t]'..

Evidence suggests that phonological rules develop in a language when there are consistent biases on how speakers pronounce sounds in context. Because phonetic cues are on average most informative at word beginnings, and speakers pronounce informative phonetic cues more carefully than less informative cues (e.g., Aylett & Turk 2004; Wedel, Nelson & Sharp, to appear), we predict that languages should be less likely to evolve phonological rules which reduce lexical information at the beginnings of words. Here, we investigate this question through a statistical analysis of a cross-linguistic dataset of phonological rules.
2. Methods and Results

We assembled a genetically and areally-diverse dataset of phonological rules coding whether the rule modifies the beginning or end of a word. The dataset contains 266 rules from 50 languages (Figure 1). We dichotomously coded each rule in the dataset for whether the rule is phonemically neutralizing (i.e., whether it potentially creates homophones). Two patterns appear in this dataset: (i) there are significantly more rules overall that modify the ends of words, and (ii), this end-bias is significantly stronger for neutralizing rules (Figure 2). Both patterns are statistically significant in a mixed-effects regression model including Language, Family and Area as random intercepts. We further investigated two potential confounds that could explain this data: (i) a well-known bias toward rules that modify syllable-final consonants, and (ii) the fact that suffixing-dominant languages are more common; given that phonological rules often arise at stem-affix boundaries, this could potentially account for an apparent end-bias in a sample of languages. However, we show that neither of these alternative explanations can account for the apparent bias for contrast-reducing rules to target the ends of words.

These results provide the first statistical evidence supporting the hypothesis that languages evolve phonological grammars which preferentially preserve initial lexical material, which tends to be most informative in communication. More broadly, this finding contributes to the increasingly sophisticated body of evidence that language structures evolve under conflicting biases toward accurate transmission of meaning and effort reduction (e.g., Zipf 1949; Lindblom 1990; Piantadosi et al. 2011; Wedel et al. 2013; Futrell et al. 2015).

Figure 1. Areal language distribution

Figure 2. Rule type by word edge
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